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Introduction to the exhibition

Sinopticon: Contemporary Chinoiserie in Contemporary Art (28 April to 7 July 2012) is an
exhibition featuring the work of 13 international contemporary artists that explores the historical
and cultural influence of China.

Sinopticon brings together a group of artists whose works resonate with the historical term
'Chinoiserie'. Sinopticon derives from the amalgamation of Sino-, a prefix meaning 'China', and
optics, concerned with the eye, evoking this complex and opaque term.

Walking through the museums and great houses of Europe you are surrounded by evidence of a
long love affair with China. Objects of high fashion in furniture, textiles and ceramics plot the
flow of goods and people, giving glimpses in to the fascinating history of European trade. This
narrative is at once a celebration of crossing cultures, the mastery of artistic technique, as well as
evidence of historic racism and ruthless empire building.

Chinoiserie seems to incorporate design, desire and frippery alongside politics & trade,
authorship, interpretation & cultural misunderstanding, racism & diaspora, fantasy, escapism and
fiction. Sinopticon aims to turn the tables on historical Chinoiserie to look at these themes in the
context of contemporary art practice and with the concerns of 21st century sensibilities. The
exhibition brings together a group of contemporary artists who take the raw matter of
Chinoiserie and refract it through the prism of Art, turning on both an optic of clarity.

Where can I view the exhibition?
The exhibition is multi-sited, and can be seen at four venues in the city - Saltram House,
Plymouth Arts Centre, Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery, and Plymouth College of Art
Gallery. Details of which artists are represented at which venue can be found in the ‘List of
Artists’ section of this pack.
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What is Chinoiserie?

Chinoiserie is a French term, meaning ‘Chinese-esque’, which refers to a certain style of art,
decoration of objects, furniture and architecture that reflect Chinese designs or motifs.

Despite examples of Chinese porcelain entering Europe as early as 1338, the main interest
seems to rise around the year 1600, with the formation of the British East India Company, and
the Dutch East India Company. The British East India Company has been described as the first
multinational company, which focused its import and export trade mainly on cotton, silk, indigo
dye, tea, and saltpetre – used for both gunpowder and preserving food. The Dutch East India
Company was founded two years later, and focussed its trade on spice – a hugely profitable
cargo. Other countries quickly set up their own versions of these companies, and tensions often
spilled over into bloodshed.

GOLD RUSH
Interest had been stirred by the capture of two Portuguese trading vessels in 1602 and 1604,
both packed full of Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) porcelain. The porcelain was auctioned off to
the highest bidder, which sparked a European ‘gold rush’ for Chinese porcelain. Along with
those other items, examples of Chinese porcelain were packed into the holds of European ships
as goods for sale, and also acting as ballast for the ships.

A civil war in China led to a decline in the availability of Chinese porcelain for the European market,
which in turn meant the trading companies focussed on other markets for a time, allowing
Japanese Imari and Kakiemon porcelains to be imported to Europe in the late 17th Century.

HUGE INTEREST
After the Kangxi period (1664-1722) reorganisation of Jingdezhen, the city most famous for the
production of porcelain, export wares were again available for the European market, again
sparking a huge interest in Chinese art and culture. Tastes had changed however, and the earlier
blue and white export wares were now joined by copies of Japanese and Korean porcelain, and
orders for ‘armorial’ wares – items made to order in China, bearing European coats-of-arms.
This also led to a much wider desire for European designs and subjects to be made to order
from Chinese potters. A well known example is that of a dinner service made for Lord Anson
depicting Plymouth Sound. Lord Anson was in Canton (now Guangzhou) in 1743, and he
commissioned a service to be made showing both a Chinese river mouth, and a similar scene of
Plymouth Sound – he was based in Devonport when in England.

The appetite for other wares was just as voracious, with Chinese hand-painted wallpapers being
imported to Britain, including the beautiful examples at Saltram House from the early 18th Century.

Many Chinese decorative symbols, such as pagodas, dragons and flowers were also used in
European-designed furniture and architecture, often merged with other favourite styles such as
rococo and neo-classicism. The asymmetric style of Chinese design sat very comfortably alongside
these styles, which often included floral decorations on plaster-work, frames, and carvings.
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Influence on European porcelain factories

With the rise of Chinese porcelain imports into Europe, ceramicists began to explore the
possibility of mastering this elusive material for themselves. The Chinese guarded their recipes
closely, with European merchants not even allowed to leave the trading ports of the coast.
Orders were placed in these ports, with the paintings, drawings, or models transported to the
factories, produced, and then transported back to the merchants for export.

Tin-glazed earthenware was often used to imitate true Chinese porcelain, and later a soft-paste
porcelain was developed in Italy between 1575 and 1587, at an experimental factory in
Florence. Refinements were made over the years, with French factories such as Rouen and Saint-
Cloud perfecting the process. Essentially, soft-paste porcelain uses clay and powdered glass to
make a white bodied material similar to true porcelain. Unfortunately, this also meant the objects
produced were brittle, and prone to damage.

TRUE PORCELAIN
A recipe for true hard-paste porcelain was eventually discovered in 1708 by Meissen, a factory
in Germany. They had found that the correct materials to combine for true porcelain were kaolin
and petuntse – fired at a very high temperature. Johann Friedrich Böttger is credited as the man
who turned this discovery into a business at the Meissen factory. He also kept the recipe a secret,
which meant many others continued to experiment. The first true hard-paste porcelain to be
made in England was by William Cookworthy, in his Plymouth factory, in 1748.

Hard-paste porcelain was expensive to buy, and despite the body being a lot stronger than soft-
paste porcelain, it was also easily damaged. English factories continued to experiment with
recipes, with Josiah Spode developing a recipe for bone china, a soft-paste porcelain which
included bone ash in the mix. This bone china was white, translucent and strong, and quickly
became widely available in a variety of shapes, including designs copied from Chinese
porcelain. The rise of transfer-printed designs over hand-painted decoration also allowed these
English factories to produce their wares for a mass-market.
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List of Artists

Saltram House
Stephanie Douet (UK)
WESSIELING (UK)
Grayson Perry (UK)
Ed Pien (Canada)
Meekyoung Shin (Korea)
Karen Tam (Canada)

Plymouth Arts Centre
Suki Chan (UK)
Gayle Chong Kwan (UK)
Isaac Julien (UK)
Karen Tam (Canada)
Tsang KinWah (HK/China)

Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery
Suki Chan (UK)
Gayle Chong Kwan (UK)
Stephanie Douet (UK)
Christian Jankowski (Germany)
Isaac Julien (UK)
WESSIELING (UK)
Grayson Perry (UK)
Ed Pien (Canada)
Meekyoung Shin (Korea)
Karen Tam (Canada)
Tsang KinWah (HK/China)
Laura White (UK)

Plymouth College of Art Gallery
Erika Tan (UK)
Tsang KinWah (HK/China)
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Examples of artists work

• Grayson Perry
• Meekyoung Shin
• Christian Jankowski
• Tsang KinWah
• Ed Pien
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Meekyoung Shin - Translation: Ghost Series, 2010, soap
Photographer Peter Mallet, © the artist. Courtesy Haunch of Venison, London



Grayson Perry

Sex, Drugs and Earthenware
Glazed Ceramic
1995
On Display:
Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery
Other work: Saltram House

“This is a Chinese vase in the spirit of punk. I chose an elegant shape and covered it in images
of rock’n’roll, sex and drugs... The pot has a collaged surface, with the random, throw-away,
clip art look of a fanzine – just the opposite of a classical vase’s normally highly organised
design” – Grayson Perry

Grayson Perry makes ceramic objects that acknowledge both the classical ceramic forms of the
past, and contemporary cultural reference points. In this work, Perry takes a Chinese porcelain
form and remakes it in earthenware, the traditional clay-based body of ceramics in England.
The vase has then been covered with a transfer-printed decoration of a variety of cultural references
– for example, Kurt Cobain, Michael Jackson, a can of Pepsi, a CND symbol, and the flags of
Great Britain and the USA.

In covering the historic shape in contemporary references, Perry subverts the accepted styles of
decoration. The shape itself almost becomes one of the cultural references itself, rather than a
shape made for a specific reason.

Key themes – pop culture, punk ethos, earthenware, appropriating styles, transfer printing,
symbolism, autobiography
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Meekyoung Shin

Translation: Ghost Series
Soap
2010
On Display:
Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery
Other work: Saltram House
Photographer Peter Mallet, © the artist.
Courtesy Haunch of Venison, London

Meekyoung Shin is another artist who uses classical ceramic forms within her work, whether
reproducing highly collectable porcelain, remaking statues of Buddha, or, as in the Ghost Series,
stripping all decoration away until all that’s left is the ‘ghost’ of the original form. Shin remakes
these forms in soap – a fragile material, vulnerable to damage through touch or environmental
conditions.

The forms of Shin’s soap vases are based on the Chinese export-ware mentioned on page 4, so
although they appear to reference Chinese culture, they in fact reference ceramics made specifically
for a European audience. It’s this ‘cultural translation’ that is of interest to Shin – how things
created organically in one country get uprooted and placed, out of context, somewhere else.

Key themes – appropriating styles, fragility, transformation/transportation
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Christian Jankowski

The China Paintings:
Story of Dafen
Oil on canvas 230 x 174cm
2008
On Display:
Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery

The work of Christian Jankowski is a performance, which engages often unsuspecting collaborators
to innocently collude with him, making them 'co-authors' of the final result. In his series ‘The China
Paintings’, Jankowski references the historic practice of producing work in China to be shipped
abroad, or ‘export-ware’. Jankowski visited Dafen, a suburb in Guangdong Province, which was
at that time having a museum built. He was able to photograph this museum being built, and
meet with artists based in the suburb to commission work from them. Dafen is well known for the
copied paintings produced there, with thousands of artists working there recreating masterpieces
from around the world to sell worldwide.

He asked seventeen of these artists to create a painting each based on his photographs of the
empty walls of the museum, however he also asked that the artists added an imaginary work of
their own choosing to the bare walls. The works challenge our ideas of how artworks are made –
Jankowski exhibits these works as his own, however other artists’ signatures can be found on
some of the canvasses.

Key themes – authorship, continuing tradition (made to order), working from photos/other sources
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Tsang KinWah

Wallpaper
2012
On Display:
Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery
and Plymouth College of Art Gallery
Other work: Saltram House

“Usually I would first find an existing pattern or image, which has historical and cultural
background or other stories that relate to my ideas and the whole concept for the show or venue.
Then, I would start to think about the text and the content and arrange this around the image.
This part of the production is mainly carried out in a digital form on a computer and sometimes
would take over a month to complete.”- Tsang KinWah

Tsang KinWah’s commissioned works in Sinopticon are wallpapers, pasted directly onto the walls
of each gallery. He was born in Hong Kong, which from 1842-1997 was a British colony. As a
result, the inhabitants of Hong Kong have an identity and culture which is different from the rest
of China, and has as much of a connection with British tradition as Chinese.

KinWah uses reference to both Chinese and European traditions within his work, often combining
typographic passages of political comment or foul language with historic William Morris wallpaper
and fabric patterns. These patterns would often have been originally inspired by Chinese motifs.

PLEASE NOTE: THIS WORK CONTAINS VERY STRONG LANGUAGE THAT MAY NOT
BE SUITABLE FOR YOUR CLASS. WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT YOU VISIT
PRIOR TO TAKING A CLASS TO VISIT THIS WORK.

Key themes – pattern, subversion, provocative subjects, political commentary
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Ed Pien

Bloom
Papercut
2012
On Display: Saltram House
Other work:
Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery

Ed Pien works in a number of different mediums – paper cuts, ink drawings, installations, and
video. The newly commissioned paper-cuts in Saltram House make reference to the ancient art
of Chinese paper cutting – the earliest known example of which was made in the 6th Century.
The tradition has strong links to holiday festivals, where people would make the cut-outs to
celebrate, for example, Chinese New Year.

Pien makes his paper-cuts on a large scale, to rival the scale of paintings, and to challenge the
‘quaintness’ or ‘preciousness’ of the medium. Some are cut by hand, while others use digital
technology to laser cut the patterns. The works include references to the human figure, trees,
animals, and in this new work, aquatic flora and fauna. With Plymouth being so closely linked
with the sea, Pien has chosen to include creatures such as shrimps, starfish and squid as part of
the decorative pattern, allowing our imaginations to create strange creatures from the other
elements included.

Key themes – ephemerality, technology (laser cut), ambiguous narrative, symbolism, natural
world, historic Chinese paper cuts
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Objects from Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery
and Saltram House

• Dragon Bowl
• Mortar
• Dragon Robe
• Wallpaper
• ‘Chinese’ chairs and sofa
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Dragon Robe, Satin and silk, 1962, c.1800 - 1899, PCMAG 1934.25.261



Dragon Bowl
Porcelain
China
1675
PCMAG 1905.13

Unlike the fire-breathing and vicious dragons of Western folklore, Chinese dragons are altogether
more respected and highly regarded for their great power, and for bringing good luck. People
born in the year of the dragon are said to share these characteristics, and are believed to make
great leaders.

Chinese objects such as porcelain, furniture, stone carvings, or other decorated items usually
make use of symbolism – where the things depicted also represent something other than
themselves. This bowl would not just have appealed to the owner because of its beautiful
decoration – the dragon would have appealed for another reason. Please refer to page 19 for
a list of symbolic animals and objects in Chinese decoration.

The dragon bowl, or similar Chinese porcelain, is available to view in our Balcony cases, or the
China Connection gallery.
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William Cookworthy

Mortar
Plymouth Porcelain
c.1768-1770
PCMAG 1940.16
ArtFunded in 1940

William Cookworthy’s porcelain factory (which operated from 1768 to 1770) is renowned for
being the first factory in England to produce hard-paste porcelain. Plymouth City Museum and
Art Gallery holds 483 pieces, the largest public collection of Plymouth porcelain in the world.

This mortar, along with a pestle, would have been used by an apothecary (a historic name for a
pharmacist) to grind their materials into powder in the preparation of capsules, liquids and
creams. William Cookworthy himself was a pharmacist, and so mortars became a regular form
produced at his porcelain factory.

This mortar is decorated with a Chinese influenced, hand-painted pattern of pagodas and
flowering trees. In some ways, it could be said that Cookworthy, and other porcelain factory
owners were ‘appropriating’ Chinese forms in a similar way to the examples by Grayson Perry
and Meekyoung Shin.

William Cookworthy’s Plymouth Porcelain is available to view in our Balcony cases.
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Dragon Robe
Satin and silk
1962
c.1800 - 1899
PCMAG 1934.25.261

In 1644 the whole of China was taken over by the Manchu clan from the northeast of the
country. This period of Manchu rule, lasting until 1911, became known as the Qing Dynasty.

This outer coat or mandarin jacket is from the late Qing Dynasty. It would have been worn by a
Manchu man with a position in the Imperial Court. The jacket is brown in colour and made of
satin, indicating that it was to be worn in winter.

The jacket is decorated with nine dragons. Nine is a lucky number in China and dragons are a
symbol of Imperial authority. The dragons have five claws on each foot showing that the owner
of this jacket would have been quite highly ranked in the court. In 1738 an official decree stated
that no one below the level of second-degree prince could wear a robe showing five-toed dragons.

Look at the detail of the embroidery on this robe, and compare it to the paper-cuts of Ed Pien –
can you see any similarities?

The dragon robe, or similar Chinese costume, is available to view in our Bringing The World
To Plymouth gallery.
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Wallpaper
Chinese Dressing Room
Early 18th Century
Saltram House
SAL1840 Saltram House/National Trust

Saltram House has four rooms decorated with imported Chinese wallpaper, including this
example from the ‘Chinese Dressing Room’. This paper is the oldest example in the house,
believed to date from the early 18th century. It was imported by the British East India Company,
probably alongside other papers and porcelain destined for the British market.

The type of paper is named ‘Long Eliza’, derived from the Dutch term ‘lange lyzen’, or ‘tall
women’. Chinese paintings differed from their European counterparts at this time – in European
painting, perspective was used to show depth of field, whereas Chinese artists placed their
figures higher up to show that they were further away.

There have been a number of alterations made over the years, including pieces of other Chinese
papers being cut and pasted onto the design to fill gaps, and to alter the composition. It is
believed that during the Victorian period, some of the women may have had curls added to their
hair to make them look more ‘Western’.
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Thomas Chippendale

‘Chinese’ chairs and sofa
Chippendale Bedroom
c.1772
Saltram House
SAL1622 Saltram House/National Trust

In 1754, Thomas Chippendale published The Gentleman and Cabinet Maker's Director, a
catalogue of his current designs for a variety of furniture and accessories, including tea caddies,
candle stands, and bookshelves. The designs were available in different finishes including
Gothic, French, and Chinese. The designs were used by his own highly skilled craftsman at his
London workshop, and also by a variety of other regional craftsman around the country. There
are two sets of Chinese Chippendale chairs at Saltram that were made by the Chippendale
workshop for the house. There is also a giltwood sofa and set of armchairs in the house with a
more French design.

The Chinese Chippendale chairs in the Chippendale Bedroom differ slightly from those pictured
in The Gentleman and Cabinet Maker's Director, as they have an added ‘pagoda’ decoration on
the top of the chair backs – no doubt an added cost at the time. In the designs, you could have
requested arms for the chairs, decoration on the legs, and decoration on the join between leg
and seat – the Saltram chairs have only the latter. The Chinese style of Chippendale was one of
the most desirable furniture designs of the time, and consequently one of the most expensive.
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Chinese symbols

In Chinese decorative arts, animals are used to represent various aspects of life.

Knowing the symbolic meaning of an animal will help you to understand the hidden message of
the decoration. Below is a short list of some of the most common animals you will find on
objects made in China.

(t: traditional Chinese; p: - pinyin)

Badger (t:獾 – p: huān) - great happiness
Bat (t:蝙蝠 – p: biānfú) - longevity, happiness, good luck
Bats, pair of - double good fortune

Bats, five - Five Blessings (a long life, riches, health, love of virtue and a natural death)

Bee (t:蜜蜂 – p: mì fēng) - industry, industrious
Birds (t:⿃ – p: niǎo) - associated with the sun (t:⾦烏 ; - p: jīn wū); served as family emblem
in ancient China, associated with allegorical folk tales

Butterfly (t:蝴蝶 – p: húdié) - long life, beauty and elegance
Cat (t:貓 – p: māo) - disperses evil spirits (due to good eyesight, also at night)
Crane (t:鶴 – p: hè) - longevity (four colours: black, blue, white, yellow), next to the phoenix
the second most important winged animal

Crow, three legged (t:⾦烏 – p: jīn wū) - the sun is sometimes depicted by the three legged
bird (crow) on a red disc

Dog (t:狗 – p: gǒu) - upcoming fortune, understanding human spirit, obedience
Dragon (t:⿓ – p: lóng) - prosperity, good fortune, also the symbol for the Emperor, divine
mystical creature, symbol of the natural world, adaptability, transformation

Dragons, pair of, placed together and turned away - eternity, yin – yang

Fish (t:⿂ – p: yú) - abundance, wealth
Fish, pair of golden carp - love, domestic felicity, partnership, tenacity, fertility, renewal,
abundance

Grasshopper (t:蚱蜢 – p: zhàměng) - nobility, wisdom
Horse (t:⾺ – p: mǎ) – speed, perseverance
Kingfisher (t:翡 – p: fěi) - peace, prosperity
Mantis (t:螳螂 – p: tángláng) – mystery
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Chinese symbols (cont’d)

Money Frog (t:蟾蜍 – p: chánchú)- the mythical money frog is one of the Chinese holy
creatures that protects against misfortune and brings a household more wealth.

Monkey (t:猴 – p: hóu) - driving away evil spirit

Owl (t:猫头鹰 – p: māotóuyīng) - harbinger of death
Panda (t:熊猫 – p: xióngmāo) - man
Pheasant (t:雉 – p: zhì) beauty, good fortune

Phoenix (t:鳳凰 – p: fènghuáng) - virtue, duty, correct behaviour, humanity, reliability (the Five
Human Qualities), strength, resilience, good fortune, opportunity, luck, considered to be the
most important of the winged animals, yin energy of yin-yang

Qilin (t:麒麟 – p: qílín), mystical hooved Chinese chimerical creature, with the physical
appearance of various animals like deer, horse, ox, dragon - guardian of home, protection,
wisdom, good will (the qilin guards the gates of heaven)

Rabbit (t:兔 – p: tù) - representing hope

Snake (t:蛇 – p: shé) - woman, supernatural power, cunning
Tiger (t:⻁ – p: hǔ) - courage, bravery, and strength

Tortoise (t:乌龟 – p: wūguī) - longevity, immortality
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Ideas for activities back at school

Digital transfer printing
With recent advances in digital technology, it is now possible to print your own transfers to use
on ceramics using special paper, a laser printer/ photocopier, and a laminator. You will need:

Decal paper (available on Amazon/ other suppliers)

Laser printer/ photocopier

Laminator (depending on your brand of decal paper, other processes maybe necessary)

Sponges and water (brand dependent)

Undecorated ceramics (blanks are available online)

Oven

Using the Chinese ceramics on display in our galleries, the Chinese symbols list on page 18,
and Grayson Perry’s Sex, Drugs, and Earthenware as inspiration, create your own
autobiographical ceramics. The object could become a ‘portrait’ of the pupil – favourite people,
words, possessions, or places could feature. You can use photographs, magazine clippings, and
even drawings to transfer onto the ceramics.

The most important aspect to emphasise will be the symbolic content of the decoration – could
the pupils use other symbols to represent the content of their designs? Are there any other
symbols we use today that could be substituted for the Chinese examples?

Note: Given the cost of the decal paper, it is worthwhile finalising the designs well in advance of
the final pieces being created. This will also help with the pupils sketchbook work.

Working from photographs
Christian Jankowski’s The China Paintings are a brilliant example of an artist working from
photographs. Jankowski takes the step of completely removing himself from the process of
making the work, and yet the work remains his own. The artist Sol LeWitt has said:

“In conceptual art the idea or concept is the most important aspect of the work. When an artist
uses a conceptual form of art, it means that all of the planning and decisions are made
beforehand and the execution is a perfunctory affair. The idea becomes a machine that makes
the art”

Take a selection of photographs of empty walls in your school. Your pupils will use these in a
similar way to the artists employed by Jankowski in Dafen. Which artworks would they like to see
on the walls of their school? Remind the pupils that this is not just about which paintings they
‘like’ – can they think of works they could represent that could also symbolise other themes?
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Ideas for activities back at school (cont’d)

Translation?
Using Meekyoung Shin’s Translation series as inspiration, recreate objects in an unusual material.
Papier-mâché is probably the easiest way of doing this. Double or triple rap your objects in cling
film, so that the papier-mâché doesn’t damage anything. Ask your pupils to pick objects that they
consider ‘precious’ or ‘valuable’ to their life. Objects that may be considered for casting could
include bicycles, vases, even school chairs/ tables (or parts of each). These can then be allowed
to dry, cut apart and reformed, painted in a uniform colour, and presented together in school.

Look at the objects as a whole – are there any similarities between choices within the class?
Whose name should be put to this group of objects – yours, or theirs?

Note: Avoid electrical or high value items, as they could be damaged in the process.

Review
During your visit to the exhibition, make sure your pupils write as many notes about the work, the
layout, and their experience of the show as possible. When back in school, ask the pupils to
write a review of the exhibition based on these notes. You can use these headings as a starting
point:

Context – exhibition title, gallery names, artist’s names etc.

Description of the work – physical description of materials

Information about an artist – choose an artist to write about in detail

Interpretation of the show/artist – what is the work ‘about’?

Observations/ assessments/ critiques of the work – positive or negative, or both. This is
really important as it should encourage the pupil to talk about their own responses to the
artworks.

After the pupils have written these reviews, why not produce a small publication that includes
each review? They could use some publishing software to create a glossy magazine-style
approach (along the lines of Art Review, Modern Painters, Frieze, or Tate Etc), or try a more
handmade approach with stitched, photocopied pages. This would be a great resource for
common rooms/ reception areas.

If the pupils produce any work in response to visiting the exhibition, these could be included as
part of the magazine. We would love to see your pupil’s magazines if you do produce anything!
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What can we do for you?

We are able to offer schools various options when visiting the exhibition. Visits can be arranged
for anywhere between one class to an entire school. In many cases, a member of staff can be
present from the venues to facilitate your visit.

You can arrange a visit to one of the four venues, a combination of two or three venues, or all
four venues in one day. Why not consider a Chinese-themed week at school to coincide with
your visit – art, language and history combined with visits to the various venues?

The exhibition provides a perfect opportunity for your pupils to experience contemporary art first
hand – drawing in sketchbooks, fact finding, and questioning the themes that surround the exhibition.
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How to book a visit

Booking in advance is essential for visits to all venues.

We want to ensure your group has the best experience possible at each of our galleries, so
please remember to contact us first before organising your trip. We are very popular with
schools, colleges and other user groups, so our galleries can get very busy from time to time.

Plymouth Arts Centre, Plymouth College of Art, and Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery:
For enquiries for school visits, contact museumvisits@plymouth.gov.uk. Please have a range of
possible dates available before contacting us, as it may not always be possible to offer you your
first choice date.

Please remember to bring along sketchbooks and pencils for your visit, as wet materials, and
also dusty materials will not be permitted in the exhibition galleries. If you have any questions
regarding materials, please contact us using the email above.

Saltram House:
The National Trust welcomes educational groups to its places. To gain the most from your visit
the following conditions apply:

All visits must be booked at least 7 days in advance and group leaders should present a valid
Education Group Membership card when visiting to avoid the usual admission fees being charged.

For primary aged children we require one accompanying adult for every eight pupils.
For secondary and tertiary we require one adult for every fifteen pupils or students. For all
educational organisations a minimum of two supervising adults per group are required.

To book a visit to Saltram House, please call 01752 333503. Please have a range of possible
dates available before contacting us, as it may not always be possible to offer you your first
choice date.
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